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Tribute to Prof. M K V Bappu
Dr Harlan J Smith - As a Close Friend

Vainu Bappu was probably my closest friend. For

venerated his teachers and those, living or dead,

33 years the strands of our lives have interwoven,

who had really accomplished something. He well

even to the extent of his being best man at my

knew and understood human frailties, but to Vainu

wedding, and my just missing (because of aca-

the important things were those qualities and

demic schedules) being something of an equiva-

works of great men and women which should be

lent at his wedding in India. I mention this be-

admired and emulated as far as possible in his

cause so few now in the IAU have had the privilege of really knowing him, and it is my grievous

own life. Then, as now, it was fashionable for
graduate students to work very hard, and we did

task to say farewell to him as a friend, on behalf

- sometimes tired and discouraged. I recall an

of us all.

occasion walking home with Vainu late one winter night, our conversation turning to whether we

When the IAU was founded, most astronomers
knew each other, often rather well. Vainu was
proud of the growth of our science, but regretted
that he could only know so few of us, especially
the young astronomers who are coming up so
fast. For those who did not know him, I want to
share several memories. There is no way I can

might ever get jobs or amount to anything in
astronomy. Nearly always cheerful, he brightened up and proceeded to quote from his memory,
well-stocked with classics, the entirety of his
favorite poem, Kipling's "If'. Though I cannot
quote them exactly, most of us are familiar with
a few of its famous lines, to the effect

truly bring out the richness of Vainu's life and
mind and personality, but these vignettes - like

If you can keep your head, when all about you

flashes of lightning revealing fragments of land-

Are losing theirs,

scape - may help you to glimpse the wonderful
human being behind the formal degrees, the papers, and the honours he so well deserved.
In January 1949 we entered the Harvard Graduate
School of Astronomy - entered with trepidation
yet excitement to be studying in halls peopled
with memories of the likes of Bond and Pickering,
and the very real presence of Shapley, Bok, PayneGaposchkin, Menzel and Whipple. In the so-

If you can make one heap of all your winnings;
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose and start again at your beginnings
Then you '1/ be a Man, my son.
The spirit of this poem was truly a beacon to his
life - encouragement always to try to answer those
"Ifs" with "I can, and I will".

called liberal arts there is now a cult - I believe
unfortunate and destructive - of the anti-hero,

Yet Vainu was anything but solemn. He laughed,

with its emphasis on sickness and psychosis, on

and joined in most of the games and jokes. He

feet of clay. But Vainu belonged to an older and

found the necessary paraphernalia, and organised

finer school. His spirit was generous, kind, non-

at the Observatory what must have been the only

cynical- even hero-worshipping in the best sense

cricket team within a few hundred miles, teach-

of the word. He deeply admired if not even

ing us the mysteries of sticky wickets and googlie-
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balls. On one occasion he gaily commented on

Then came the chance, largely through his own

some virtues of yoga, to the amused condescen-

persuasion of a reluctant minister, to build a UP

sion of some of the other graduate students. So

State Observatory at Naini Tal. And shortly there-

he inveigled me into a scientific test. We both

after came Yemuna, a pillar of love and strength

stood on our heads (one form of yoga) for ten or

throughout his life. From then on the path was up.

fifteen minutes before each major exam. And,

You know at least the outline of the rest, but again

that year, we two were the only students to pass

I think, cannot easily imagine the problems to be

them all. QED! (but Vainu was too gentle ever to

overcome, the incredible effort involved, in an

rub it in).

India trying to build nearly everything at once
from scratch, to in effect create three astronomi-.

In those innocent days we had never even dreamed
of being given money to travel to meetings. Yet
Vainu never wanted to miss a session of the
American Astronomical Society. So we went to
all of them in our part of the country, doing what
was necessary to make it possible, such as driving in my $75 Model A Ford, literally spending
nights on the lawns of host observatories in our
war-surplus sleeping bags. Hot or cold, hungry,

cal institutions, a national society, a national
journal, optical and machine shops, engineering
and computer contacts and facilities adequate to
design and build entirely within India a 2.34-meter telescope. Yet during all this time he was
constantly looking for, and then looking out for,
dozens of students who are now putting India on
the astronomical map.

mosquitoes - Vainu never complained, and usu-

He did these things, and more, and reached the

ally managed to bring the conversation around to
astronomy .

the peak of his career. I believe it meant more to

He finished his PhD in near-record time. Then,
after a couple of brilliantly successful years as a
post-doc at Cal Tech, he could easily have obtained a comfortable job in the US. But I never
sensed any doubt in his mind. His dream was to
build and to do astronomy in India. I think it is

very top. This meeting in Patras would have been
him than words can convey, something he had
been bui Iding toward for 40 years and more. Yet,
when the urgency of the operation became clear,
he adjusted with remarkable speed and calm philosophical acceptance both to missing this peak,
and to the very real risk of the operation.

hard for us now to realize the courage of this

My wife and I spent a day and a night with Vainu

decision - to leave the centre of world astronomy,

and Yemuna just before the operation. He was

the 200-inch, and return to an India which then,

vigorously planning at least three major things

just after Independence, lacked any of the struc-

for the future, finishing the Kavalur telescope,

ture of modern astronomy, with essentially no

getting the 1985 IAU plans off to a good start,

institutes, telescopes, colleagues ... not even a

and, finally, contemplating the course of his life

job. That first period effectively of unemployment, in the midst of such desperate poverty,

tor. In general he was planning to travel to many

after mandatory retirement around 1985 as direc-

might indeed have made him wonder whether -

institutes, to renew old friendships and make new

having risked his all upon a toss - he might have

ones, and to concentrate on science.

lost, and could he rise again?
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Now these travels will be in our memories, and
the work done by others. Meanwhile our hearts
are with Yemuna and with Vainu's mother. I
want them to know that for us Kipling's poem has
come true. Each of the "Ifs" has become a "Because", or "Since", for Vainu really did live up to

all of them. And I hope his mother might take
comfort in adding a final couplet:

Since you ran the course,
against all odds, and won,
You did indeed become a Man, my son.

(Reprintedfrom Astrocosmos, IAU XVIII G A Newspaper)
Professor HarlanJ Smith (1924-1991) was the first Director of the McDonald Observatory of The University of
Texas at Austin and also served as the Chairman of UT's Department ofAstronomy since 1963. The tribute was
paid by him in the Memorial Meeting organised by the International Astronomical Union during its Eighteenth
General Assembly at the University of Patras in Greece on August 23. 1982.

M K Valnu 8appu
Dr M K Vainu Bappu, President of the International Astrononomical Union, and the main architect of the revival of astronomical studies in
India, passed away in a Munich hospital on Au-

Bappu left Nainital to take over as Director of the
Kodaikanal Observatory in 1960; his major
achievement lies in the transformation of this old,
and rather static, establishment into an active

gust 19, 1982. He had completed his fifty fifth
year only a few days before his unexpected death.
Yet even in this short span of time he left several
indelible marks in the course of history of astronomy.

centre of astronomical research. The observatory, which was started by the East India Company in the late eighteenth century, had once seen
top-class scientific work under astronomers like
Norman Pogson and John Evershed, but was now
in cire need of modernization and the replacement of its outdated observing facilities with

Vainu, the only child of Manali Kukuzhi and
Sunanna Bappu, was born in Madras on August
10, 1927. Bappu senior was an astronomer at the
Nizamiah Observatory, Hyderabad, and young
Vainu inherited from his father a deep fascination
for the wide and mysterious cosmos. After obtaining his Master's degree in physics from Madras University, he joined the Harvard School of
Astronomy and got his PhD in 1952. He returned
to India after a year of post-doctoral work at the
Hale Observatories, and was chosen to lead a
team of scientists in establishing a modernobservatory at Nainital. Under his leadership, a new
observatory was born; he guided it in its first
steps towards a fruitful future.

modern equipment. Bappu employed his foresight and organizing skill in this task. He inspired
another young group of astronomers to join him
in a multi-pronged development ·programme;
important points of his plan lay in the setting up
of laboratories for up-to-date optical, electronic
and mechanical work and the introduction of
modern detectors and computer methods in observational work. Bappu's vision did not fail
him; by the early 1970's a new observing station
at Kavalur was producing results comparable
with those of the world's leading observatories.
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